Characteristics of modes on the conductorbacked slotline, the inverted conductor-backed slotline and on its modification in which the top dielectric layer with higher permittivity has a finite thickness are presented in this paper. Only the modified inverted conductor-backed slotline is able to transmit the dominant bound mode. The inverted and modified inverted conductor-backed slotlines are real candidates for the design of leaky wave antennas.
I. INTRODUCTION
The most important mode propagating on a planar transmission line is the dominant bound mode, since signals are transmitted by means of it. Beside this dominant bound mode, most planar transmission lines excite leaky modes. Generally speaking, leaky modes are undesirable, particularly in circuits. Exceptionally one of them was utilized in the directional coupler test. Leaky wave antennas are examples of practical applications of space leaky modes [1] . In this paper we present our most recent findings and contributions to an analysis of the conductor-backed slotline (CBSL), the inverted conductor-backed slotline (ICBSL) and to its modification (MICBSL). double-sided radiation pattern [1] . The requirement to radiate power only in the half space led us to an investigation of the CBSL, Fig. 1 Fig. 2 . The attenuation constant of the dominant leaky mode decreases to zero with decreasing frequency, and its cut-off is zero. Dispersion characteristics of even modes on the ICBSL with w=6 mm, h=6mm, Er2=7 and Eri=2.6.
The electric field distribution of the dominant mode evolves with the frequency increase from the quasi TEM mode, with the field uniformly distributed to infinity within the substrate, to the field bound to the slot in the substrate and leaking energy in the space shown in Fig.  3 . The evolution of the dominant mode field in the substrate with increasing frequency is shown in Fig. 4 .
According to the generalized condition of leakage [3] real nonphys. The patterns of the two branches of the 1st leaky mode dispersion characteristic shown in Fig. 8 are now similar to those described in [4] for the 1st leaky mode on the CBSL with a wide slot. The split-off points of the two branches of the 1st leaky mode characteristic, not shown in Fig 10, merge and become identical when the thickness of the upper dielectric decreases, and finally we get the ambiguous dispersion characteristic with two significantly different propagation constants. The upper branch is physical up to the frequency at which P becomes lower than kTMo. Additionally these two branches correspond to the modes with different field distributions which differ more and more with increasing frequency, as documented in Fig. 1 1. the wavelength along the line axis on the top side of the glass. The results at four frequencies are marked in Fig. 8 . The measured patterns, not shown here, confirmed unattenuated propagation of the dominant mode. The same probe, movable transversally on the top surface of the glass, recorded the vertical electric field component shown in Fig. 12 and compared here with the calculated distribution. The measured record is affected by the parasitic standing wave, when x is greater than 120 mm, raised due to the reflections from the substrate edges. The presence of the second dielectric gives rise to further leaky modes linked to leakage in the 1st and 2nd dielectric layer. MICBSL therefore offers a wide choice of dispersion characteristics in dependence on the size and permittivities of the used dielectrics. A deeper investigation into them is now in progress. When the top surface of the second dielectric is covered by metal the MICBSL is suitable for the design of circuit elements, eg. phase shifters. This mode is physical in the frequency band h/Xo=0.02-0.14, in which its normalized phase constant is lower than one. The field distribution of this mode on the crosssectional plane of the MICBSL from Fig. 13 is plotted in Fig. 14. The field amplitude in both dielectric slabs increases, indicating leakage into these dielectrics. 
